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Punishment
Punishment is chastisement for misbehavior. If you are in a dynamic that includes discipline you might have a
punishment dynamic as well. This would mean that there are defined consequences for breaking rules and
slipping in your Dominant's expectations. Punishment for your behavior can vary widely and can include
physical punishment like spanking or it can be a removal of privileges, and even a mixture of the two.
Punishment in this situation is never meant to be fun or pleasurable for either party.
Not all relationships have a punishment dynamic to them and those that do, know that punishment is no
laughing matter. But that doesn't stop others that don't know the difference from mixing it up with
funishment.
Funishment
Funishment is when a submissive does something to intentionally get the Dominant to play punish them. A
scenario would be something like this, a submissive is teasing her
Dominant. He tells her to stop. She says, "oh, so if I don't stop, what
will you do? (wink wink) Will you punish me?" "Yes, I'll spank that tart
bottom until it's all red, that's what I'll do." "Then I'm never going to
stop! (giggles)" Essentially in this situation the sub wants to play and
instead of just coming out to ask for it, like I teach on the site, they try
to instigate the Dominant's ire in order to get what they want. Be
careful though because if the Dominant isn't the funishment type,
then this could earn the submissive a case of real punishment that
they weren't looking for!
Another way that the term punishment gets misused is to describe
impact play. Often misused online, a person might come into a forum
and ask how to punish their submissive with a certain implement and
have no reason other than mutual pleasure to do so. Again,
punishment is not meant for fun.
Once you understand the difference then less confusion will result.
https://www.submissiveguide.com/fundamentals/videos/video-post-definethis-punishment-and-funishment
https://youtu.be/csa9EJm6su0
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Funishments vs. Discipline
BY SLAVE_BUNNY
Funishments, to me, are essentially disciplinary actions used in a kinky way during play or a scene such as spanking or
flogging. It is always consensual and should never cross any hard limits.

Discipline involves a disciplinary action that is used to discipline the s type for some kind of infraction. It is also
consensual and should never cross any hard limits.
Even though funishments and discipline can use the same actions, the actions should be presented in a
different fashion. There are things that work well for funishments that do not work well for discipline and vice
versus.
When engaging in funishments, there can be sex or play involved. It can have a light, playful tone. It is best if it
occurs when no real infraction has been done. It can be great in roleplay as well.
Discipline
Discipline serves a practical purpose of righting the wrong of the s type and making them pay for what they
have done. There is no kinky tone and should not involve sex or play.
Discipline is best when it occurs in real life without role play. The infraction should fully be talked about with
the s type before any disciplinary action is administered. It should not turn the s type or D type on. It should
solely reinforce the wrongness of the infraction and help to reduce the offense from occurring in the future.
It can be hard to differentiate funishments and discipline within a dynamic. I suggest having an implement
used solely for discipline that your s type does not like very much (but does not cross any hard limits), and
another implement used for funishments that your s type enjoys and/or does not have an adverse reaction to.
There can be multiple instruments used for funishments as well as discipline. Bottom line, funishment
instruments can/should turn the s type on and the discipline ones should not. This is very important to
remember.
I would also suggest having some kind of discipline protocol put in place and rules surrounding the discipline.
For example, when I do something that requires discipline and/or punishment, my Master will instruct me to
go to the right corner of the room. Once I am in the corner, I must get into punishment position (look up
Gorean slave positions for reference). I then must wait for my Master to meet in the corner. He will usually
instruct me to get into kneel position once he is there. I must keep eye contact with him. Once our eyes meet,
He will ask me what I did wrong, and we will talk about it.
The conversation will continue until he feels I understand why what I did was wrong, and he has said
everything he needs to say to me. He then will either tell me to meet him on the bed or the couch and get
over his knee for a spanking, give me some other kind of punishment (chore, essay, missing out on a desired
activity, etc.), or tell me when he will have the punishment ready for me by.
It is in our contract that he has 24 hours to assign me a punishment. He will also give me a deadline if the
punishment calls for it. After completion of every punishment or discipline, I must thank my Master.
I love this protocol. I am so grateful that he takes the time to discipline and/or punish me. Doing these things
ensures our relationship stays as resentment- free as possible; I become a better slave from these things as
well.
It is also in our contract that I am not allowed to bellyache about any discipline or punishment (or the negative
consequence worsens). I also must complete the punishment by the given deadline, or the negative
consequence worsens.
Many of my Master’s punishments provide me a chance to further think about what I have done. This helps
the offense not occur again. For example, when I broke our no texting and driving rule, my Master told me to
write an essay about why texting and driving is dangerous.

After I completed the essay, I fully understood how unsafe texting and driving is and I never did it again.
I think it’s important for D types to try and think of punishments that will allow your s type to further think of
the infraction and learn from their mistakes if possible.
In our home, this doesn’t happen every time. For small infractions I might just get five spankings. For my
Master, it all depends on the offense and the number of times the offense has occurred.
I feel that it is important for D types to consider these two things when disciplining. It’s important to still be
fair and just.
We also have a no grudge rule in our contract. This states that after a punishment or discipline has been
completed, neither party should hold a grudge within themselves or towards their partner. Also, the issue is
not to be talked about again unless the offense occurs another time.
The point of disciplining, at least to us, is to healthily and thoroughly deal with an infraction. This includes
having me pay the price for it, for me to fully understand why what I did was wrong, provide an opportunity
for my Master to get anything he needs to off his chest concerning the infraction, and to move on from the
incident having fully talked about it so hopefully it does not occur in the future. This process is to make us
stronger and me stronger, not to build negativity, low self-esteem, resentment, or emotional pain. It is all
done for growth and to keep our dynamic as pure as possible.
With all thing being said, these are merely suggestions and I am in NO WAY saying that any of you have to
follow any of these. I am just giving some examples from my own life so hopefully you get some ideas about
how to formulate your own punishment protocols. Also, not every dynamic needs discipline and/or
punishments.
Funishments
As far as funishments go, they do not have to adhere to a strict routine. For us, they happen whenever the
moment calls for it or whenever my Master is feeling like being rough with me.
I would highly suggest coming up with safewords when engaging in funishment, especially if you are playing
with a fairly new partner that you do not know very well.
The whole point of a funishment is for it to be fun! Talk about safewords beforehand so all partners in the
scene are aware. Clearly define what you want to take place in the funishment scene as well. Be as specific as
you can, and let your partners know about all of your hard and soft limits. Be direct about what is on and off
the table.
I would consider having a safe word for softer, slower, and stop. For example, red could be stop. Pink could be
softer. Yellow could be slower. If you need to have other safewords that mean different things go for it.
Safewords should be shorter words, easy to understand, and not easily mistaken for other words.
It also is a good idea to let your partner(s) know about possible triggers, things to avoid, and physical things
about you such as bruising easily.
The more communication that goes on before a scene, the better the scene will most likely turn out!
I hope this has helped readers become more confident and have more direction when it comes to funishments
and discipline.
As always please feel free to ask questions and comment. Thanks for reading and stay tuned!
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